Following the lead of chemical graph-theoretical connectivity matrices, electron localization/delocalization matrices (LDMs) and their matrix-invariants derived forms will be introduced and shown to provide a faithfully encoding of the properties of the molecules by comparing with experiment. The matrix elements of an LDM are obtained from Bader's quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) whereby the diagonal elements are the localization indices and the off diagonal elements are 1/2 of the delocalization indices. The sum of any row or column is the total electron population of a given atom while the sum of all sums is, of course, the total number of electrons in the molecule (N). The matrix is, thus, rich with electronic (and structural) information, implicitly and explicitly, and is conceivably useful in generating quantitative molecular descriptors for structure-to-activity relationship studies (QSAR). This talk will briefly review the uses and concepts of molecular electron density descriptors with emphasis on this new class of descriptors as a novel, possibly promising, possibility.
